# Full Review Introduction
As we all know, one of the best ways to learn radiology is to see cases. Reading through a text can provide general knowledge, but Btaking a case^forces us to assimilate and apply that knowledge to real-world situations. Because of this high-yield activity, there are multiple resources for case review, both online and in print. The CTisus iQuiz gives us another option, with a simple app to quickly review CT cases in quiz format.
Purpose/Features/Content
The content of the app is a collection of CT cases recorded and uploaded by a radiologist in monthly ten question quizzes. Cases can be viewed either by the monthly quiz (current or archived) or by individual organ system (Fig. 1) . Each case includes a recorded audio discussion by the radiologist discussing their thought process and reasoning for the correct diagnosis (Fig. 2) . There are also written pearls for each case, which are a combination of bullet point lists and quotes from relevant papers on the subject (with citations).
Usability
The user interface is extremely simple and intuitive. You simply choose one of the monthly quizzes (which include all organ systems) or a specific organ system, and you can start looking at cases. For each case, there are buttons to display the correct answer, the discussion video, and the pearls. Simple previous and next buttons navigate between cases.
One limitation of the app is that there is no way to see which cases you have already viewed, and if you leave a section, you will automatically go back to question 1 if you return to that section. Also, there is no tracking of right or wrong cases, so there is no summative feedback or scoring.
Another interesting observation is that when you select an answer, it turns and stays green, regardless or whether it is the right or wrong answer and even after the correct answer has been displayed (Fig. 3) . This does not decrease functionality, but it does require minimal more effort to see if your answer truly matches the correct answer.
Good
It is simple and has intuitive interface, easy to see multiple cases quickly, new cases uploaded monthly, and recorded 
Room for Improvement
It would be nice to know which cases you have already reviewed or at least keep track of which case you left off on in each section. Changing the way the correct answer (and the selected answer) is displayed would be more clean but would not add functionality (Fig. 3) . 
